National Ceramics Conference Lands in
Providence
The Cate Charles Gallery on South Main Street — the combo efforts of mother-daughter duo Kim
Charles and Catherine Schrage — offers up something unique this week in its “Porcelain in Three”
ceramics exhibition. The gallery usually features paintings or sculptures, but opted for a porcelain
ceramics display including works from Susan Schulz, Seth Rainville and John Oles. This no doubt makes
the gallery a prominent stop in this week’s The National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts
(NCECA) conference hitting Providence from March 25 – 28.

NCECA (pronounced en-see-kuh) works to cultivate new generations of ceramics artists by inspiring
people at all levels of the artistic process, whether in working with the artists themselves or by
fostering the greater art collecting community. Providence plays host to the NCECA’s 49th annual
conference with the theme “Lively Experiments.” In addition to conference programming at the RI
Convention Center, dozens of galleries across the state — just like the Cate Charles Gallery — will be
included on guided bus and shuttle tours.
“Artists that we’ve talked to said to expect people in the thousands coming in for the conference,” said
Catherine Schrage, the Cate Charles Gallery Press & Marketing Manager. “It’s a big deal on the
national level. We’re very excited!” According to Schrage, NCECA draws massive crowds not only of
enthusiasts, but collectors as well. At Cate Charles and many other galleries, all the work will be on sale
at a 50/50 split between artist and gallery.
The Cate Charles Gallery’s exhibition “Porcelain in Three” featured three artists with distinct styles.
Susan Schulz recreates objects both natural and manmade down to the intricate detail to produce
assortments of objects so lifelike in some cases that you think you’re looking at shells or coral covered
in dust.

One woman’s trash is another woman’s
artistic inspiration.
Seth Rainville’s pieces are intricately detailed yet 100% usable bowls and teapots, one of which
included a few tiny porcelain chairs he encourages exhibition attendees to move around.

A perfect landing place for your keys,
wallet, and spare change? Or a work of art?
How about both?
John Oles’ work included a whole section of porcelain meets stone, featuring small structures of
contrast and balance in assorted positions. Among the most compelling was a piece aptly titled
“Balance.”

The aptly titled “Balance”.
The NCECA conference runs through March 28. Take a look at the following links for more information:

Over 100 galleries just like Cate Charles are featured on Exhibitions, Tours & Shuttle Routes
Download an Exhibition Guide
View the Detailed Programming Schedule for all that is offered at the RI Convention Center

